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cooperation in the process of prepanng
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t and Water, Bulgaria. and
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complete lists of the Bulgarisn

I and 2 respectively.
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done for lthe Danube River in
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t,?es the
under the

A joint presentation on trars
between Bulgarian ard
was made during the lneeting,
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The Romania{I experts
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should be replaced by a sus
the v/hole tralsboundary a
that exchange cif information..
chemical pajameters, etc.)
imoleme ntation is necessary as
in order to estimate the. groun
border. Excha-nge of information
the above mentioned common p

Bulgaria pointed out that it is
equipped monitoring stations
ddta for the Upper Jirrasic -
the Danube Rivbr.

Therefore, tlre Bulgarian
Bulgariarr teffitory .td ,.be
prerequisites being met Lly both

1. Exchange information
r para[reters, etc.) about

t].e part of the a.quifers
irot only for WFD but
project (to start with da
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coordination of

2: Based on the
measurements lfl
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identification of the
a. for the Jurassic -

flows only on tlle
nodheastem flows
the state border

b. for tlte Sarmatian
entirely lwithin the
respectively flowitg
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ground water bodies was coordinated
expeds by e-mail before this meeting and

have been identified and opiriions of the

d that the current delineation of ahe
ras agreed only for the first RBMP and it
ble cooperation taking into consideration
'. Also, the Romania! experts considered
and data (geolo$r, hydrogeological and
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tablished in the PHARE Dobrogea project,

ter flow and quality crossing the state
be done using the server procured. in
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Cretaceous aquifer noith and south of
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3. Coordination and agaeement orcalculation oI water resources of

4. Calculation of the qu.altity of
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Coordinatin€ t}Ie approach to all
uows crossing the state border
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.{greemgnt about monitoring
common monitoring network
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7. Excharnge data on water
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arter alt prerequisites are met.
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be exchanged regarding the rransbounaa::l
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and data exchange.
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At the end of the meetin€i,
both delegations exchanged
implementation of ;qrdcle 9 of the

The RBMP WG agreed the
during the meetirlg, to. be

. Management for approval:
. . Joint Proglam for cooperatio

_ second planning .cycle (AtuEx

It was proposed by the Bulgarian
the Danube WG-with co
calcuLating the Danube Ri.ver
view on the imp6rtalce of urgen
Dqia and Infoffiation

The necessity to revise ttre tasks
the Joint Commission on Wa
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European legislation in .the area
then (such as the Flood Directi'
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